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PREFACE
The free piston gas generator is a promising and newly-
developed prime mover. The potentialities of this new prime
mover are such that extensive research and development studies
are clearly warranted.
Thus the author, in considering a thesis in partial ful-
fillment of the requirements for a degree of master of science,
saw an opportunity to pursue a stimulating and interesting study
of a new thermodynamic device.
In assisting him to accomplish his aims the author wishes
to express his appreciation for the guidance and suggestions
of Professor A. L. London of the Mechanical Engineering Depart-
ment at Stanford University.
The author also wishes to thank the staff and faculty of
The United States Naval Post Graduate School at Monterey,
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
English Letter Symbols
A - piston (cylinder) cross-sectional area, ft^
a/F - Air-fuel ratio in engine cylinder, lbs air
lbs fuel
a - acceleration, ft/sec
Cp - specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lb°F
d - percentage valve pressure drop, percent of P •,
D - cylinder bore; in, ft
E - energy, Btu/lb, Btu/-v^r ft#/lb, ft{f/r.j
f - percentage friction loss referred to the compressor
cylinder work requirement
fj. - cycle frequency, /x/ /min
F - force exerted by gas on piston, ^
g - proportionality factor in Newton's Second Law
(lb/#) (ft/sec2)
h - enthalpy, BtuAb
k - isentropic exponent, dimensionless
-X. - piston length, in, ft
m - molecular mass, Ib/mol
M - piston mass, lbs
n - polytropic exponent, dimensionless
P - pressure, ^/in^abs
(v)

p - Pressure ratio, dimensionless
Pj. - relative pressure function, dimensionless
Q - chemical energy to thermal energy conversion by
combustion, Btu/lb
Q(^ - heat transferred to cooling water, Btu/lb
R - gas constant, 1545 ^W
Ib.molOR
r - volumetric compression ratio, dimensionless
s - stroke, piston displacement, in,
shp - shaft horsepower
T - temperature, °R or °F
Wk - work, Btu/lb, Btu/^v» or ftjf/lb, ft#/^
w - flow rate, Ib/hr or Ib/no
V - velocity, ft/sec
V - specific volume, ft^/lb
X - distance from piston extreme position (IDC), in
Greek Letter Symbols
c - ratio of "modified" engine expansion work to Otto
cycle expansion work, %
r
- density, Ib/ft^
79 - efficiency, %
'I - piston travel time, sec.
Miscellaneous
lb denotes pounds mass in distinction to




It was desired to investigate the unique thermo dynamic-dynamic
features, the inherent characteristics, and the potentialities of
a new type prime mover, the free piston gas generator. In partic-
ular it was desired to test and evaluate a recently proposed gas
generator method of significance.
It was found that use of the proposed method led to accurate
design results in a practical test and that the method was flexible
and broad in possible application. The primary limitation of the
method was the necessity of predicting thermodynamic properties
of the engine cycle with good accuracy.
By investigating the inherent characteristics and potential-
ities of the prime mover, it was found that the most suitable use
of the machine will be where heavy Diesel engines with complex
clutching and transmission systems are presently used.

PSEVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
Tile present development of this interesting new prime mover, the
free piston gas generator, has largely been due to the efforts of R,
de Pescara and his associates. As a result, a free piston gas gener-
ator has been recently produced which has proven to be successful in
actual application.
This is no mean achievement, since twenty-five years of research
proved necessary at a cost of over a million dollars. One can realize
how promising this machine must have been to have warranted such an
investment.
Once the Pescara concern (S.I.G.M.A.) announced the production
of an operational machine, considerable interest was arroused in the
industry, A number of investigations were launched, several sponsored
by departments of the United States government.
Unfortunately, several investigations in this country were aimed
at developing high output machines for special purposes. These aims
Tvere not realized, and the free piston gas generator earned an un-
deserved reputation in certain quarters. However, the office of
Naval Research sponsored a research project at Stanford University
which resulted in the publication of the first full and significant
report written to date in this country on the subject«of free piston
«
gas generators,^
In the above Office of Naval Research Report, the authors
developed a free piston gas generator design method based on a thermo-
dynamic-dynamic analysis of the Pescara type machine,
^ Oppenheim and London (1)

In addition, the authors demonstrated the usefulness of affinity-
relations in design and analysis problems,
Reading from a paper^ based on the above report. Professor A. K,
Oppenheim presented the author's findings to a meeting of the A.S.M.E.
at Seattle, Washington, in March of 1952
„
Dro G. Eichelberg of the Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich,
Switzerland, has closely followed the Pescara development of the free
piston gas generator. Dr. Eichelberg published a paper including the
first comprehensive and authorative test results of a free piston gas
generator ever published^" and it is therefore of considerable signifi-
cance in the progress of development of this new prime mover.
A recent contribution to the literature is the work of E.E,
Adams. ° Unfortunately, this work is classified and cannot be dis-
cussed. It is hoped that at some later date the report will be
released so that it may receive the wide consideration it deserves.
In addition, for a comprehensive background in the field of
free piston machinery, a further number of works on associated sub-
jects should be consulted.




It was the objective of the thesis to test and evaluate a free
piston gas generator thermo dynamic-dynamic design method which was
recently proposed in the literature,*
Oppenheim and London (1)

EQUIPMENT
For the purpose of making a comparison between actual performance
and the performance predicted by means of the method under test, a
S.I.GoM.Ao GS34 free piston gas generator and a hypothetical eighty-
five percent efficient turbine were selected. Data and actual test
results were available for the S.IoGoMoA, machine and it was represent-
ative of the present development of successful gas generators.
Various sectional and assembly views of the GS34 model gas gener-
ator may be seen in Appendix Ao

PROCEDURE
Charactoristics found by trial of an actual machine were compared
to the predicted charactoristics determined by means of the subject





The synunetrical free piston system consists of an opposed piston
uniflow two stroke cycle Diesel engine which provides the energy neces-
sary to drive associated reciprocating compressors.
In contrast to conventional reciprocating machinery no linkages
couple the engine and the compressor » In fact, apart from piston
phasing control linkages the main moving parts - the two pistons -
are independent of mechanical restraints and from this characteristic
is derived the name of the system.
The free piston system has two fundamental applications,, As a
free piston compressor, the useful output of the machine is compressed
airo As a free piston gas generator, the useful output is high temper-
ature compressed gas for use in a non-condensing turbine.
For the compressed air application the engine is provided only
with sufficient compressed air for scavenging, and the engine
exhausts at atmosphere pressure. For the gas generator applicatioja,
the engine operates at the high supercharge of full compressor output
pressure. The engine exhausts to a turbine at only a slightly lower
pressure. All compressed air passes through the engine as a com-
bustion medium, a coolant or a scavenging agento The two applications












































(b). FREE -PISTON GAS GENERATOR-TURBINE SYSTEM
FIG.

Because of its inherent characteristics, its potentialities
and its unique thermodynamic-dynamic features the gas generator
application is particularly intere'5ting. The inherent characteristics
of the gas generator are considered in Appendix B, the potential
applications of the gas generator in Appendix C, and a thermo dynamic
-
dynamic analysis in Appendix Do
PURPOSE OF THESIS
There is a growing industrial interest in the gas generator
with several companies actively engaged in research or production
in this country and abroad., But the fundamental design and analysis
problem has not been previously considered in the literature. Because
the problem is unique and complex it may be presumed the lack of such
information limited practical development and exploitation of the gas
generator o Thus the recently proposed Oppenheim-London design method
was a significant contribution.
The proposed design method was developed as part of a naval
research project „ In the report of findings the method was verified
by comparison of actual gas generator characteristics and character-
istics predicted by means of the design methodo But numerous machine
data were assumed and thus the verification was less conclusive than
might be desired.
Accordingly, the purpose of the thesis was to test and to eval-
uate the proposed design method.

PROCEDURE
The SoI.G.M.Ao GS34 model gas generator was selected for the test
vehicle since all important data^ and actual trial results^ were avail-
able for this machine, and it was typical of the present gas generators
in production,,
In Europe it is customary to consider the isentropic power of
such devices as the gas generator. Thus the results of the test on
the actual generator made in France were given on the basis that an
isentropic turbine was part of the gas generator systemo° In this
country this is not a common procedure and some confusion might re-
sult, so the results of the actual gas generator trial as given were
modified to include a turbine which had an adiabatic efficiency of
eighty-five percento The actual gas generator trial results as
modified were then compiled and tabulated.
The characteristics of the gas generator turbine system were
then predicted by means of the method under test using only the actual
machine data which would be normally independent. The predicted re-
sults were compiled and tabulated for ready comparison with the actual
engine trial results.
The intake air temperature and pressure existing at the time of
the machine trial were not known. Also several critical engine thermo-
dynamic-'data had to be predicted, a requirement inherent to the subject
design method. The data which required prediction or assumption are
considered in Appendix A,
^ Table of Data
^Table of Results
°Eichelberger (3)
°-A general discussion may be




When the known trial results and the results predicted analyti-
cally by means of the subject method were compared it was found that
there was no significant disagreement between comparable items o^
It may not be concluded that in all cases the method in question
will yield precise results without modifications in idealizations
o
But it is certain that good results may be expected from design of a
machine which is not radically different in character from the S.I.G.M.A,
GS34 machine,
EVALUATION OF METHOD
The subject lends itself to ready solution of design and analysis
problems to be found in the field, as the assumptions and idealizations
may be readily modified at the discretion of the designer to suit re-
quirements „ With the affinity relations incorporated^ the subject
method is further broadened in possible applicationo
However, the method has certain limitations „ Design results are
sensitive to the thermodynamic conditions specified to exist in the gas
generator engine. In predicting these conditions advantage may be taken
of experience in the field of supercharged uniflow opposed piston Diesel
engines o However a modified Otto cycle is specified, and the corres-
pondence between conditions in a Diesel engine and a gas generator
engine is not entirely direct. Thus a certain facility is necessary to
accurately predict the thermodynamic conditions in the gas generator
engine o But this requirement will not always pertain, for as test data




of various gas generators are accumulated and correlated, an empirical
method of prediction of thermodynamic engine conditions will be practi-
cal and convenient
o
In contrast, results are not sensitive to poor estimates of valve
pressure drops, frictional characteristics, or to be idealizations
concerning the gas mediumo For example, it has been shown in one cases'
that doubled valve pressure drops caused fifteen percent changes in
engine piston area and less than eleven percent changes in other vari-
ables effected at alio
In problems in which affinity relations are employed, it is to
be remembered that the validity of results is predicated on a constancy
of thermodynamic conditions » Thus if it were desired to design a gas
generator of a partial horsepower rating from data of the 1000 horse-
power S.I.G.MoA. GS34 model, there would be little guarantee that by
using affinity relations satisfactory results could be achieved; it
is certain that the thermodynamic conditions would differ materially
in the two engine So
In solving a design problem using the subject design method,
certain results are not determined wiliiout considerable and tedious
calculation; notable are the calculations involved in finding the
cyclic frequencyo
If a loss of accuracy may be tolerated, the calculation of cyclic
frequency may be greatly simplified by assuming that net piston forces
may be represented by equivalent linear spring type forces., The de=
signer will be able to tolerate some inaccuracy in the prediction of
^Oppenheim and London (l)
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cyclic frequency provided that in the actual machine the weight of the
pistons may be modified within sufficiently broad limits to fix the




A„ The Oppenheim-London gas generatcsr design method was conclusively
verified by testo
B. ¥/ith affinity relations incorporated, the design method is flex-
ible and broad in application, adaptable to design and analysis
problems to be encountered in the field,,
Co Design results are sensitive to the thermodynajnic conditions
specified to exist in the gas generator engine, but not to
estimates of valve pressure drops, frictional characteristics,




Because of the machine's important potentialities* and because
little essential experimental research has been attempted to date,
the following work is suggestedo
ENGINE WEAR RESEARCH - Research on gas generator engine wear would
be valuable. V/hatever ingenuity is practiced in design, as gas
generators are desired to be more efficient and powerful, the engine
wear problem will remain a primary consideration. In this regard,
since the piston is essentially a projectile, applicable findings of
the many .investigations in the field of interior ballistics might prove
of value
o
RESEARCH ON FUELS - Study of fuels and injection techniques would be
rewardingo Faster burning is desirable, provided destructive load-
ings and temperatures are not exceeded„ In addition cheaper fuels
are desirable, with evidence already supporting a successful util-
izationo
»
STUDY OF PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENTS - Study and trial of various promising
physical arrangements and modifications would be rewardingo For
example, the elimination of the separate bounce cylinder has been
proposed, the madiine to operate on the principles of the Junkers
type free piston compressoro
STUDY OF NON-LINEAR BOUNCE SYSTEMS - Provided stabilization is
possible, a bounce system with radically non linear spring character-
istics would result in relief of peak temperatures and pressures
^Appendix B and Appendix C
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more rapidly and could support higher cyclic speeds o An appropriately
ported bounce cylinder which results in a rapid build up of bounce
pressures only at the end of the piston stroke is an example of the
possible arrangements
„ Study and experiment mi^t well indicate the
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TABLE OF PREDICTED AND ACTUAL TEST RESULTS






























































"From reference three adjusted for turbine performance,
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TABLE OF S.I.G.M.A. GS34 GAS GEIIBEATOR DATA
I tern
Top engine cycle temperature
Gas inlet temperature to
compres sor
Bounce cylinder gas mean
temperature
Engine top gas pressure
Bounce cylinder gas











Friction heat loss to cooling
water








































'Not reported whether absolute
or gauge pressure,
^Scaled from plan with allow-
ance for valve recess volumes.
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TABLE OF S.I.G.M.A. GS34 GAS GENERATOR DATA (Cont.)
Used in
Item Units Analyses Actual






Engine effective stroke ins. 9.7
Piston stroke at test
conditions ins. 17.5
Piston weight lbs, 1110^
Compressor-engine piston
area ratio - 5.86 5,86
Engine-compressor air
weight ratio - 0,514 0.516





EVALUATION OF UNKNOTO DATA FOR S.I.G.M.A.
GS34 GAS GEN3RAT0R TEST
GAS INTAKE TaiPERATlTRE ° The machine was tested in March, near Lyon,
France. "Die value of temperature was assumed to be 540 degrees
Rankine. The effects of error within possible limits are minor.
GAS INTAKE PRESSURE - The machine was tested near sea level« The
pressure was assumed to be 14„7 p.s.i.ao The possible error will
not effect results,
VALVE PRESSURE DROPS - Taking advantage of experience in the field
of compressor design, the valve pressure drops were assumed to be
five percent. It was learned from conversation that the manu-
facturer found seven percent pressure drops in actual test. Such
a difference does not effect results to any extent^.
TOP CYCLE TEIffERATURE - In appraising the value recommended previ-
ously
,
advantage was taken of experience in the field of supercharged
uniflow diesel engines. Due consideration was given to the fact that
the initial phase of combustion is extended because of the more rapid
expansion stroke, and a modified Otto cycle was predicated in the case
of the gas generator analysis.
It is felt that the value assumed, 2340 degrees Rankine, is
accurate to 500 degrees. It is to be remenbered this temperature is
an effective one consistent with the idealization of a modified Otto
cycle approximating the actual engine processes. While a critical
item, an error of 2 50 degrees in the top cycle temperature does not
effect results critically
.
""Oppenheim and London (l)
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EXPANSION STROKE EFFICIENCY - From considerations of a similar nature
to those outlined on the preceding page, the previously recommended
value^ of 77o4 percent was acceptedo
FRICTION HEAT LOSS TO COOLING WATER - This item is concerned in the
heat balance o The heat balance was of little interest in the Oppen-
heim-London method so the friction heat loss to the cooling was
determined as 47 percent by inverting the problem. Normally, the
frictional loss to coolant would be predicted by usual means, and
then by the heat balance the total coolant heat loss could be deter-
mined.
%penheim and London (1)
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DESIGN CALCUIATIONS BY THE OPPEInTHEIM-LONDON DESIGN LffilHOD
I. COIvIPRESSOR CTIARACTERI STICS (per 1 lb o of air delivered/cyl. x cycle)
kc Basic Idealizations
lo Equation of State of air:
Perfect Gas with cons to specific heat capacities
»
2, Leakage: zero
3„ Polj^ropic exponent for air compression and expansion: n= lo35
4o Valve pressure drops: for inlet: d^ - 5% of Pq
for discharge: dp- 5^ of Pj
Bo Independent variables
lo Pressure ratio: P-yPp-4„85
2o Stroke lengths Sg- 17 o 5 inso
3„ Clearance: c = 14% Sq= 2,446 ins„
4o Intake state: Pq=14„7 ///in^ abs,| Tq = 540°R
5o Delivery state: Fj.- 71,3 ///in^ abs.
Co Basic Relations
1. Thermodynamic properties of air:
^s 53 o 3 ft #/lb °R and k= lc40
m
Do Dependent variables
lo Pressure at state (l) & {£) t
P;L=P4 = (l-dJ Pq- 13„96 PoSoioao
2o Temperature at state {ij & 1^)°
T^- T4= Tq r 540 dog. R
3o Spo volume at state (l)&\4j s










Specific volume at state (z) & (s);
1 1
n






60 Temperature at state |2_|& |3^
Oc370
835




7,, Stroke position at state (l/s
si= s^ \ Ss - 19a946
80 Stroke position at state {2J t
9o Stroke position at state (Z
s, - sc - 2„446 inso
10 o Stroke position at state ^__^i










in /lb air del
o
12o Coordinates of the Indicator card and the force-stroke diagrams
Pvn
















s tr ok e






^'C-^ © -.Q (g).0
13„96 36c30 14„30 19.95 8 c 53 30,2
20 2 5 „ 3 5 10o95 15.26 6,53 43.2
30 16.90 8„13 11..35 4,85 64,8
40 12e67 6,57 9,17 3,92 860 i
50 10«14 5„57 ?o77 3o32 108,1
60 8o45 4„86 6,78 2o89 129,9
70 7„24 4o34 6o05 2,58 151,4
75.1 6o76 4„12 5.75 2.45 1 ^,9 '^^
13, VJork of polytropic process (l/ - Cs) and (3y - (4jper lb, of
air in cylinders
57.
12= "34=77^^^^^^-2^2~^ri> 144 (£) X (5) ~ 0x (j) -
5tu/lb air
0,3 5x778
14, iJkss of air for process
^
Q^Q
1,745 lb/lb air del,




zC^Z^^ : /l7) « 1 = 0,745 lb/lb air del,
S2-S3 (3) - (9) ^-^
3tu/lb air del,
16 o V/ork of exhaust process \ 2 J -
Yfps =F2(s2-S3) r/C^ © ° (g/ =57,
"^"^ V^y 12x77 8
27

17o Work of intake processA )- (l) :
W.n z Fi(si-S4)
-f(ij& - CIO41 - ^l^n-=4^ -/ ;i /^ - ^^ :36.9 BTU/lb air del,
VI ^ 12x778
18. Work of compression strokeQy- (£) - (z) %
^^compr. = ^2^12 +^23 ~- ® ^ @ +(l6)= 157„5 BTO/lb air del.
19. Work of expansion stroke :(3) - ® - (T)
:
Wexp„ =^347^34+ ^41 =(l5)x (13)^(17)= 79,6 BTO/lbairdel<
2O0 Compressor cycle work:
^c ="'^compr„ - ^exp = (Is) - (19) = 77o85 BTU/lb air del,
CHECK?




II. ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS (per 1 lb, of air del./cyl. x cycl«)
A» Basic Idealizations
lo Equation of state of air: Perfect Gas with const, spo heat
capacities
2. Basic Otto cycle;; "Effective" isentropic exponent k = 1„30
and a Q input corresponding to fuel: air ratio x LtlV of
fuelo
3o Engine c.cles modified Otto cycle defined as follows:
a) compression stroke the same as for Otto cycle,
b) thermal energy input the same as for the Otto cycle of (a)
c) Expansion work equal to 77 ,,4/^ of the Otto cycle exp„ work
d) MaXo temperature fixed at 2340 R.
e) expansion stroke: a polytrope with a magnitude of n
satisfying condition (c)o
4. Friction work per cycles 12/$ of compressor work,
5. Valve pressure drops: d = 5^ of P for each port passage
6. Engine intake temp, equals co";po exhaust temp.
Bo Independent variables
lo Air-fuel ratios f - 32 7 1
2, "Effective" stroke; s^ = 9„7 inc
3o Compression ratios r^, = 8o5 f 1






^ 53.3 ft #/lb°R5 c^ r_ni_
. 1^30
k-1 ' ^ "




lo Pressure at stateQy:
?^-(l^{l~<l) :67o7 p,s.i»a.
2o Temperature at stateQ^s
h =T3,,,p=(fX6) .835 deg. R
3, Sp. volume at stateM.1 & (^ %
4o Pressure at state(j} %
^ @
^2-^1^0 '®^© : 1091 poSoioao
5c Specific volume at state(^ & (E):
V2
= V3 = -i
-^ ^ o 5375 - ftVlb
6o Temperature at state (2/
s
7„ Specific heat capacity at const, volume:
°v-87m 2 (ci) =0o2284 BTU/lb, deg, R
"1 ((y>l)x778
8o Thermal energy addition for Otto cycle:
q =mV : ^ : 568.0 BTU/lb, eng„ air
9o Temperature at state(J^ :
T, = To + _a re) 4 ® -3 2^ -'^-^^
-^ _ 4070 deg, R
lOo Thermal efficiency of Otto cycle;
11 o Work of compressions
^1<>2 : c^Tg X ©otto q^x @x(6)^71.5 BTU/Lb engair.
30

12 „ lAfork of expansions
^^^3«4' " SexCvTs^Otto =(y x(7)x(9)x(lo): 341 BTU/lb eng. air,
13 o Engine net works
^^'eng
"^'^eng exp ' ^eng compr -@- ©"169«5 BTU/lb eng, air
14c Ratio of engo air/compressed air delivereds
W : (1 + (f?)) ^compr net "(W^^dT^
^eng ^
.- 0c,514 lb. eng. air/lb air del
15o Piston Area
A




stroke & clearance ~ /r \ ,^
^"^"^
(9-® = 2 . 56 ^'° '^ ftVlb air del
,
16o Polytropic exponent of expansi_on (modified cycle},
f




Wexp - 160„4 (1 )(i . 1
n-1 SoSl^n-i)
(n-1) 778 (^ .6^-1
BTU/# eng air,









®-l ro(^ 1 »® 160. 4C^
"TtT)
L0050 Oc 00 5000 lo010758 0„989357 O0OIO643 341o43
10070 O0OO7OOO I0OI5093 Oc985135 0o014865 340 62
From curve n = Ffw^^p"!* for W^^p = (12) = 341
17„ Pressure at state ^_9 °
R T„,
m V3 144 (^
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20o Work of compression stroke;





21, Work of expansion strokes
^V esp =%3'4 ^F^ (36 ^ s^)
-(B„2








flW = 1 f (a~|> X (iTp^x{l,D,20; : 87„2
22 o Indicated thermal efficiency
W














II I c BOUNCE CYLINDER aiARACTERISTICS (per 1 lb of air del/cyl. cycle)
Ao Basic Idealizations
lo Equation of state of air: Perfect gas with const, sp, heat
capacities
2o Leakages zero
3o Polytropic exponent for air compression and expansion; n- lo40
4, Friction work fraction per stroke - ±, (Friction work fraction
per cycle) r O0O6 ^
5c Wk bounce compr ~ Wj^ bounce exp„ and
F(x) bounce compr « = F(x) bounce expo
Bo Independent variables
lo State at start of compression;
a. p]^ = 26<,46 PoSoi.ao
bo T]_ = 500 °R
Co Sg = 17o5 in
2o Piston area relative to compressor cylinder:
1.008 Ab - 1„021 Ac f Ag = 1„021 9 (mi) 4 ^Tpib)
Ab = 2557 in2
Co Basic Relations
lo Thermodynamic properties of air;
- = 53o3 ft #/lb °Rj k = lo40
2o Wj^ bounce compr - W^ bounce exp„
r Wjj eng exp stroke 4- W^ compr exp stroke
- W]j- fr per stroke
s W, eng compr stroke 4 Wi^ compr compr stroke
"f W]j. fr per stroke
a
The usual Ag ~





lo Specific volume at state 1 ;
VI Zl !i '-Q-Q =6„99




W, bounce coirpr „ - \eng, exp **k compr. exp, -Wj^fr. per stroke
= Cl1oD„2i; + v£o£a9;-(^xQuD.2o) =




Wj^ bounce exp ~ W-^ eng compr stroke ^ W, compr compr stroke
4- W-i^ fr per stroke =
= (n . D o 2^' + (^^. 18) + 5Td72o:' X @»
= 271.3 Btu lb air del,
cycle
3. Compression ratio and ratio of bounce air/compressed air
delivered
^1 (r.K^"' -1)'@ X ®(r,b©-l.i'a. ^^k bounce -R _v," " "1) "^^^ ^ ^ (^ah^^^^-l)






bounce air bounce (Stroke -f clearance)- ^ (str -1-01)
^1
(_£i) ° str =
str
—





















J^bosir ]bb,air bc/lb air del^boair Tb air del
® ^.0.4 ® €) (d)x (T)
4 lo333 lo742 4o95 63o5 314
3oO 1„500 1,552 5o58 47,3 264
3c3 lo434 1„612 5o32 52.5 279o2
3o22 lo450 1„597 5o38 51„2 275o2
3o07 lc483 lo566 5„515 48o5 265o9
3ol7 1„460 lo5865 5o415 50o3 272.0
3ol3 lc470 lo578 5.450 49c6 270„0
3ol55 lo4645 lo5838 5o432 49„93 271,2
3ol56 lo4640 1 o 5840 5o431 50„08 271o6
From table, W, bounce = (^j " 271„3
cb
3,155
M,bounce air Z 5,432
4, Clearances S. -j :
BTU/lb air del,




5, Coordinat..^ .j± cue indicator card and the force-stroke diagram








Outer Position ^ ®^ lo" x(bT2) X (c)
25,63 94,0 26,46 67,7
20,63 69,1 36,05 92^3
36
i{
Coordinates of the indicator card and the force-stroke diagram, (Conto
)








Outer Position # ©§- 10"^ x(bT^x<c)
15o63 46o9 53„00 135.7
13.63 38o8 64ol0 164,1
10„63 27o4 90.80 232„6
8cl3 IBoS 132,30 1^' 338o2




Ao Basic idealizations I 1 ,'B^
'^ A
1, Character of friction force; const, magnitude, reversing




X 12 X 778
= 2.48 I - lO'^l/strok©
2o Resultant force for the first l/2 ins. of stroke movement











lo Piston lengths (^ = 4o08
2o Engine piston lengths 2- ^ 3ol68
3o Mass density of pistons solid steel fi -
485





lo FR out ^ eng compr bounce 'fr
2 F-D • z F =1? - FK in ^bounce ^ compr eng




. f" F(x) dx =/ (x)Jo
^ dx where ^(x) is de-
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lo Eesultant force vs o piston position for out-stroke
„
Plot F_ vso piston position^ curve piston force
R out
vs o stroke®'























594 162 67o5 2o5 66600
Oo5 431 126 71,0 2o5 483,5
loO 343 103 72.0 2o5 371,5
lo5 277 86 74,0 2o5 286,5
2oO 231 73 77 oO 2„5 224„5
2o5 199 62 79o0 2.5 179o5
3oO 176 57 81o0 2o5 149„5
3o5 157 49 82o0 2o5 121,5
4o0 143 44 1 86o0 2o5 98,5
4o5 131 39 88„0 2,5 79,5
5„0 121 36 91„0 2o5 63,5
5o5 112 1 32 94o0
1
2,5 47,5
6 104 30 98o0 2o5 33o5
6o5 96 30 1 103 oO 2o5 22,5
7 90 30 107o0 2o5 20,5
7o5 85 30 llloO 2o5 lc5
8 80 30 II60O 2o5 - 8c5




Da Dependent variables (Conto)





















9o5 71 30 131o0 2o5 -32 o 5
9o7 70 30 133„0 2„5 =35„5/-80o5
10 25 30 137o0 2„5 -84o5
10o5 25 30 144o0 2„5 -91o5
lloO 25 30 150oO 2o5 -97 „ 5
llo5 25 30 158,0 2„5 =10 5o5
12 25 30 165o0 2o5 -112 „ 5
12o5 25 30 173o0 2o5 420„5
13 25 30 184„0 2„5 -131 o 5
13c5 25 30 195oO 2o5 -142 o 5
14 25 30 207o0 2c5 =154.5
14o5 25 30 220oO 2o5 ~-167.5
15 25 30 234o0 2o5 =181o5
15o5 25 30 2 53.0 2o5 =200 5
16 25 30 269o0 2<,5 -216.5
16o5 25 30 291„0 2c5 =238.5
17 25 30 315„0 2„5 -262.5
17o5 25 30 339o0 2o5 =286.5
40





^ . vs o piston position; curve Piston Force vs „
R in ^ ^
a b c d e f
Piston position
ins o from




















339 25 30 2„5 281„5
0o5 315 25 32 2o5 255o5
loO 291 25 33 2o5 230 o 5
lo5 2 69 25 34, 2„5 207 5
2o0 253 25 34 2,5 191o5
2„5 234 25 35 2„5 171o5
3 220 25 37 2o5 155„5
3o5 207 25 38 2o5 141c 5
4 195 25 40 2„5 127„5
4.5 184 25 42 2o5 114 „ 5
5 173 25 43 2o5 102.5
5,5 165 25 45 2o5 92.5
6 158 25 48 2o5 82o5
6o5 150 25 50 2o5 72o5
7 144 26 53 2o5 63,5
7„5 137 25 56 2„5 53o5




Do Dependent variables (Part 2j, Conto)






















8 131 25 60 2o5 43.5
8o5 125 26 63 2.5 33.5
9 121 27 67 2o5 24.5 H
9o5 116 30 72 2o5 11.5
10 111 32 77 2.5 =0.5
10o5 107 34 83 2o5 -12.5
11 103 38 88 2„5 =25.5
llo5 98 42 96 2.5 =42^*5
12 94 46 105 2.5 -59.5
12,5 91 51 114 2.5 = 76.5
13 88 57 126 2.5 =97.5
13o5 87 64 139 2.5 =119.5
14 82 73 154 2.5 -147 .
5
14o2 81o5 77 162 2.5 ^160.0
14o5 BloO 84 162 2.5 =167.5
15 79o0 99 162 2.5 =184.5
15„5 77o0 119 162 2.5 =206.5
16 74.0 147 162 2.5 =237.5
16o5 72 oO 187 162 2.5 -279.5
17 71„0 266 162 2.5 -359.5
17.5 67.5 404 162 2.5 =501.0
42.
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4a„ Initial and final forces„ column o, item D4
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2_ - 0o70l xlO J 4^
5o Period of 1 cycles for 1 Ibo of air del o/cylo cycle
Co
= (3oVax) ^ (4»h^
14o65 10"'ll-^




Wt '-^^(Abounce bounce °^ A ^^ng)^-^bounc ° ong e /
@® [^S.(^.(©)+ (JlD3)@|W^ = ^^)fe) I (JII B2
lb/lb air delo
- 2880
8o Frequency for 1 lb of air del o/cylo cycle
fr = <S)y. 60 = 613 -y„i„,
9„ Air delivery rate: for 1 Ibo of air del o/cylo cycle
""air -2.fr =2^
.^^^^^ ,^,/,,^^
10 o Piston max, accelerations




V, OVERALL GAS GEIJERATOR PERFOIU>M.NCE (for 1 lb of air dol./cyl. x
corapr o cycle)
Ac Basic Idoalizationa
lo Equation of state of exhaust gases:
Perfect Gas with consto specific heat capacities
,
2o Pressure drop between cylinder "blow out" and turbine inlet; 5^
3o Engo exhaust gas tempo equal to the average temperature of the
"blow down" period.
4o Generator gas delivery temperature: weight average betv/een
engo exhaust gas tempo and scavenge gas temp.
5o Turbine isontropic efficiency: 8670
Bo Independent variable s
lo Net power output: 1138 hpo
Co Basic relations
T
Ic Tengo gas -r^ 1 f (K-1)^-P4]
2o fjo - cor. St . " ^y»
1 lb air delo/cyl x cycle
3. MoCD^cvw^^^ del/cylo^'^P
Do Dependent variables




2o Gas Generator discharge pressure:
^Q - (l -@\x ^dTT) - 64o5 poSoioa,
48

3o Temperature at state 4
^4' - B X P4' ^ V : 144 x^I,Da9.fo2 } x 4l.D.3.K (III cr)
: 2312




5o Temperature at state 5j^





4./ <D ^ ® =903
6„ Temperature of engine exhaust gas
deg, R






In ci)L ^ y J
1968
7o Generator gas delivery temperature
^G "^eng ^ ''^eng, gas (l-^eng) ^ '^1
dog, R
(^IcDcU) X © 4 |1 - ^iTdI^ X (1X2)
1416 'R
80 Available pressure ratio for turbine expansion;
= 4<,38
14„7
9o Enthalpy and relative pressure function of generator air at
delivery?
From G,T», for Tq = © ^g = 347 „1 Btu/lb
P^ s 44o78





llo Isentropic temperature and enthalpy of generator air at exhaust
pressures




12 Isentropic enthalpy drops
13 o Isentropic powers










15o Fuel rate for 1 Ibo of air del » per cylinder per cycles
(n.oaT) xrlvvDTS) x 36oo^eng "" ^air del ^ ^600
' 1186
I60 Specific fuel rates ©







18 o '^ir delivered per cylinder per cycle for actual hp net outputs
^ ^ : 0o385 lb air/cyLo® cycl.air
19o Fuel rate for actual hp net outputs ^ij x (16) s 456 lb fuel/hr
20 o Piston dimensions for actual hp- net outputs
50
'
21 o Piatom Mass for actual hp not outputs
M ' [iVoDoT^ X (^ - 1110
22 o Gas flow rate for actual hp net output:
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All machinery views courtesy A^Lo London
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THE FREE PISTON GAS GENEMTOR
APPENDIX B
INHERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MULTIPLE FREE
PISTON GAS GENERATOR TURBINE PRIIffi MOVER
58
1
THE INHERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FREE PISTON
GAS GENERATOR TURBINE PRIME MOVER
The subject prime mover has many imique characteristics deserving
detailed considerationo It was felt the study should be limited to
consideration of inherent and proven gas generator characteristics in
comparison with the characteristics of other prime movers. To these
ends, a table of prime mover characteristics was prepared which was
amplified by the following discussiono
EFFICIENCY
The S.IoGoMoAo GS34 Model with an 85 percent efficient turbine
operated at an efficiency of 34o5 percent, at more than rated load o
This efficiency allows the machine to be competitive with heavy Diesel
engines and other prime movers in the medium power rating So
EFFICIENCY OVER A 7aDE RANGE OF PO'^YSRS
Provided two or more gas generators are incorporated, the subject
system is efficient over a wide range of power s„ For although an indi-
vidual gas generator does not have a desirably broad range of efficient
operation, by proper power combinations of the several machines the
efficiency of the system may be kept at a desirable levelo Paralling
the gas generators is not difficult and results in little additional
c
weight o
^ C / N
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It has been pointed out that the SoI.G«M.A, GS34 model had a
specific weight of twenty-eight pounds per horsepower. This machine
was designed for stationary power applications , and no efforts were
taken to lighten the machine o Thus in comparison with other prime
movers of similar purpose the specific weight is very low, further,
SoIoG.MoAo "is now developing a truck engine to have a specific weight
of five pounds per horsepower
o
LACK OF VIBRA.TION
The subject device is vibrationless since the two main moving
parts of the machine are limited to simple motions and are linked and
balanced inherently^ In consequence the vibration characteristics of
the system will depend on the characteristics of the turbine, the drive
train and the driven unito
The lack of vibration of free piston machinery is spectacularly
demonstrated when a coin on edge is balanced easily on a loosely mounted
unit under full loado
WAM-UP CIIARACTERISTIGS
The subject machine has an unavoidably short warm-up period. The
characteristically high idling fuel consumption rate results in the
machine being brought to normal operating temperature rapidly. High
fuel rates are required since the fuel rate determines piston stroke





Since the gas generator transmits no system forces or moments to
its foundation, develops no vibrations, is light and transfers no com=
plex thermally developed forces, the unit may have a light and simple
bedo The associated turbine need not have a fovmdation in common or
even in proximity to the gas generators o
FUEL UNIT COST
The subject system operates on Diesel type fuels of low or usual
cetane ratings. This type fuel is not hazardous and is commonly avail-
able o
COMPACTNESS
The subject prime mover is compact, encompassing about one quarter




The gas generator presently requires little critical material in
its manufacture,, Since the associated turbine is not subjected to high
temperatures and pressures, common steels are satisfactory in its con-
struction alsoo However, when machines of higher capacities and effic<=
iencies are developed, high alloy or special steels may well be required
to some intento
INITIAL COST
The initial cost of the gas generator is low, consistent with the
simplicity and ease of manufacture and the low cost cost of construction
materials o The cost of the associated turbine is less modest, but with
the present moderate specifications its cost is not prohibitiveo
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EFFOIiT, TOOLS AND SKILL I IT mMFACTUEE
Section plans of a gas generator®" show the relative si 'plicity of
the unito Machine tools required to manufacture th© machine are at a
minimiamj common foundry facilities and techniques are sufficiento Al-
though fuel system components require special facilities and skills
for manufacture, such are available in the industrial areaso
DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES
The gas generator system is in the infancy of its development yet
present models are competitive with prime movers of advanced design
j,
the products of many years of research. It may be concluded that the
gas generator s'stem will be subjected to wide application in the industry,
subsequent to its indicated development,
TORQUE CHASACTERISTICS
The subject system develops a desirably high locked shaft torque
o
In a manner depending on the turbine characteristics, developed torque
drops with increased shaft speed until no load speed is reached where
net torque is zeroo However, a turbine is a unidirectional low friction
device and cannot produce effective braking or reversing torques « AlsOj,
a turbine is most compact and efficient when designed for and operated
at low torques and high speeds « But many applications call for low
speeds, high torques, and braking or reversing torques o In consequence,
the subject system will not usually require clutching and transmission
mechanisms but depending on the application, may require reduction gear=






The subject system is characterized by high flow rates of air. The
exhaust is at an elevated temperature,, Because of the considerable ex-
cess air and high gas temperature, no smoke or carbon monoxide is
normally present in the exhaust
o
STARTING CHARACTERISTICS
Compression temperatures are characteristically higho Cold starting
conditions are not a problem^ Since one stroke of the piston assembly
is required to achieve injection and the unit has little friction, a
minimum of power is required of the starting system. Compressed air,
electrical or spring starting systems are practical and have been
used successfullyo
ENGINE LIFE
The gas generator's engine life is relatively shorto Hings, liners
and pistons wear rapidly when exposed to high engine temperatures and
pressures, and low temperatures and pressures result in low system
capacity and efficiencyo ThuSj despite any possible ingenuity in de=
sign, it would seem reasonable to suppose that the engine components
will never be characterized by long life except at the cost of possible
efficiency or capacityo
However, the Pescara type machine is characterized by a basic
simplicity allowing rapid and inexpensive maintenance. In an accep-
tance test of a 1000 horsepower machine one piston was removed in less
















From consideration of the specific woi^^ht of present models of
gas generators
J
it is apparant that this new prime mover cannot shortly
compete with conventional engines o In addition, the allowable shape and
size of an aircraft prime mover is necessarily limited, and dependability
is a primary considerationo Thus extensive research of a specialized
nature would be necessary before the gas generator could be considered
for powering air craft
o
UHGE SHIPS
Forced draft blowers can be powered by gas generator turbine systems,
and the turbine exhausts fed to the furnaces. This is to an advantage
since there is considerable oxygen still available in these high temp-
erature gases. As appropriate, part of the intake air can be taken from
the working spaces to aid in ventilation and coolingo
Occasionally steam pressure is not available or is lost through
casualty o An independent source of forced draft blower power greatly
facilitates establishment of normal boiler service. Otherwise the pro-
cedure is slow and hazardous,
SMALL SHIPS
Vessels too small to use steam power may have the advantage of both
steam and Diesel drives by using the turbine multiple gas generator sys^
teffio If so powered, low and high speeds may be achieved dependably and
efficiently. In contrast, Diesel drives are characterized by poor per-
formance at low propeller speedso
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The flexibility of the turbine-multiple gas generator system is
desirableo Removal, repair, or casualty to one gas generator need not
prevent control of all screws, but merely limit possible power outputo
Because of water tight integrity and stability requirements, the flex-
ibility possible in locating the desirably small gas generators is an
advantage. The location of propeller shafts need effect only the place-
ment of turbines and amy reduction gearing,
HEAVY VEHICLES
There is promise for gas g enerator turbine heavy vehicle drives.
The more complex the usual drive transmission system required^ the more
likely a gas generator turbine system will be more suitable. Vehicles
that have multiple engine functions such as fire trucks, crane trucks,
and the like, can gain additionally by a gas generator turbine drive,
A turbine can be provided for propulsion and a turbine for each auxil=
iary job, both served by the same gas generators. Thus in a fire truck
pumper, by simple valving, the main gas generators can provide power for
both water pump and truck propulsion, eliminating the extra engines or
extensive transmission and clutching systems necessary in conventional
installations.
In special purpose heavy military vehicles there is promise for the
gas turbine system. In a tread vehicle, each tread could be powered by
its oivn turbine so that vehicle control would be a matter of selective
gas valving rather than the conventional heavy and complex drive mechan-
isms. Of particular interest are the high starting torques inherent in
the subject system and the low fire hazard of heavy fuels.
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The gas generator system is readily prepared for amphibious or
underwater service » The few outer case joints, few shaft seals, few
ventSj and the auto ignition feature make this modification less diffi-
cult than in conventional drives.
Experimental trucks have been built in this country powered by
simple gas turbines » Despite the poor economy, this installation was
tried since trip times could be decreased materially. More fuel can
be carried, decreasing the number of fuel stops. This installation
also results in time saving in traffic and mountainous terrain because
of high accelerating torques, high braking torques, and eli.7.i nation o;f
gear shiftingo
If the simple gas turbine is considered to be practical despite its
poor economy, then the turbine multiple gas generator system should be
ideal, since its efficiency is that of the Diesel engine drive and
otherwise it has the advantages of the gas turbine drive.
In France an eighteen ton truck is being designed to use two new
a
type SoI,G.M„A, 120 horsepower 550 pound gas g enerators , Thus it is
apparent that the advantages of the gas generator drive are exciting
practical interest in the trucking industry
o
AUTOMOBILES
The characteristics of the gas generator are such that an auto-
mobile could be advantageously powered by a gas generator turbine
systemo
a
Reported by the manufacturer
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Howaverj the mass production cheapness, the fine performance, and the
industry's investment in present engines will always result in a minimum
of demand for a different automobile power plant, despite any advantages
of an alternate drive
o
SUBMARINES
The gas generator turbine system is suited for submarine main drives
o
But one critical disadvantage is the increased size of intake and exhaust
ducts necessary over conventional drives
o
STATIONARY APPLICATIONS
The subject system is suitable for many medium power applications
throughout the industryo SoIo-G»M.A, has installed gas g onerators for
powering electrical plants of modest capacity, and the Cooper-Bessemer
CompsLny is developing gas line prSssuro booster plants incorporating gas
generator drives
»
In addition, many power plants have steam systems not in optimum
balance for one reason or another, and the appropriate use of gas gener«»
ators for powering station auxiliaries can often result in a bettering
of over all effeciencies at a modest investmento
PORTABLE POWER PLANTS
The gas generator system is small, light and flexible in arrangement,
and is thus suitable for portable power plants » Of interest arc emergency
and military applications „ The turbine and driven unit may be mounted
on a trailer o The gas generators may be mounted in an associated tractor





Provided other special pui-pose trucks associated with the same activity
are powered by gas generacors an extreme flexibility is possible,
for idle trucks may have their gas generator discharges coupled to any
pov/er turb nes by portable piping sections. Thus the effects of loss
and damage of particular gas generators are minimi zed and the power















Figure l-I illustrates schematically the spring-mass nature of
the free-piston system. The frequency is determined by the mass of
a piston assembly, M, and the character of the non-linear "gas-
springs". For linear springs which can be characterized by a spring
constant, k, equal to the force per unit displacement, the natural




because of the non-linear character of the free-piston sys-
tem gas springs, no such simple equation can be used and the speed of
operation must be determined from the differential equation of motion
by successive graphical or numerical integrations
o
Not only is the speed a dependent variable, but the stroke of
the system and hence the engine compression ration and compressor
cylinder clearance volumes are also variables dependent on the load
conditions o These factors account for the difficulty of analysis of
the free-=pi8ton system relative to the conventional crank engine
o
Tlrie conventional crank mechanism allows the designer to make the para=
meters of speed and stroke independent variables directly under his
control. Further, those parameters for the engine and compressor may
be selected independentlyo The greater number of independent vari-
ables reduces the number of dependent variables, and it is axiomatic
therefore that the difficulty of analysis is substantially reduced for
the crank engine- compressor systemo
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The objective of this section is to outline in detail the thermo-
dynamic = dynamic design procedure for a free-piston sysfcemo This will
bo accomplished by completely defining a design problem so as to make
the discussion as specific as possible. The parameters will be classi-
fied into dependent and independent variables. Idealizations necessary
for the analysis will be specified,, Tl-ien the basic relations defining
the restraints on the system will be presented. This information
provides the necessary backgroundfor the outline of the analytical pro-
cedure o
THE DESIGN PROBLEM
The general design problem can be simply stated as follov/sg
It is required to determine "the arrangement^ dimensions
and operating characteristics of a gas generator having
sufficient capacity for the operation of a turbine of a
given power out put
„
The solution of such a problem requires, respectively!
(1) Determination of the plant layout
(2) Thermo dynajnic-dynamic analysis
(3) Machine design analysis
The first step consists of selecting the most convenient arrange=
ment of the engine-compressor combination out of several possibilitieso
The action of a free-piaton engine, as it was pointed out in the
introduction, depends on the storage of a part of tiie energy from the
engine expansion stroke, which, subsequently, is utilized for engine
compression in the next stroke o This action is referred to as the
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bounce actiorij and it can bo provided in a number of different ways <,
Excluding the possibility of utilizing a metal spring for this pur-
pose, as presenting too great demands on the elastic properties of ihw
metalj, the bounce action can be provided by "gas springs", utilizing
the expansion stroke of the compressor, as done^ for example, in the
Junkers free-piston compressor, or by using_ a special bounce cylinder,,
The latter solution is more 'convenient for the free-piston gas gener-
ator since the bounce cylinders help to maintain more stable operating
conditions for the engine, result in a more flexible performance of
the unit, offer additional means for synchronization of the pistonSp
and also can be utilized to provide a suita,ble phase adjustment of a
number of units, should it be desired to operate two or more gener-
ators in parallel to supply gas for one turbine. All these features
have been taken advantage of by Pescara and are described in Eichel-
berg's report on the development of Pescara free-piston gas generator s^
As to the arrangement of the bounce c:dinder with respect to the
compressor and engine cylinders, there are again several possibilitieso
The unit can be made symmetrical or as symmetrical, each with a variety
of arrangements. The compression can be performed in one or in several
stages, the bounce cylinders can be atmospheric or pressurized, etCo
The basic symmetrical ar angements are discussed by Eichelberg„ They
include the cases of double or single acting compressors and different
cylinder locations
o
a / NEichelberg (3)
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The most convenient arrangement is that of a single acting compressor
and bounce cylinders situated on the outside and the reasons for it,
as pointed out by Eichelberg, are as follows?
(a) The unit becomes shorter than for any other cas©„
(b) The bounce cylinders can have a large cross--
sectional area requiring, consequently, a compar=
atively low pressure^
(c) The bounce cylinder supplies a high return force at
the same time when the compressor and the engine offer
the lowest resistance, both being at the beginning of
compressiono The result is a high acceleration of
piston return stroke and subsequently, an increase of
the cycle frequencyo
(d) Easier access to engin pistons than that of any other
arrangement o
This arrangement has been selected also in this report for tke sol-
ution of the problem primarily because of its simplicity so that the
method of solution, represented here, will be as clear as possiblco
The second step in the design, namely, iiio thermodynamic" dynamic
analysis of the system, forms the main objective of this report, and
it is dealt with h^re in detailo
The most important results of this step are numerical magnitudes
for the following;




(b) Generated gas flow rateo
(c) Bores and lengths of all the cylinders^
(d) Cycle frequencyo
(o) Fuel flow rate (and air flow rate),
(f) Thermal efficiency (and fuel economy)
o
This step of the design procedure should also include the pre-
diction of part load characteristics for the generator and the systenio
However, in this report only the full load characteristics are con-=
sideredo
The machine design analysis^ would consist of all tho usual design
considerations which would determine eventually the detailed construction
of the unit
J
its dimensions and materials, and also the details of the
fuel injection and lubrication systems » Provision must also be made
to synchronize the motion of the opposed piston assemblies o All
these machine design considerations are outside the scope of this re=
porto The only geometrical information needed for the dynamic analysis
as independent variables are the "nominal" stroke, the piston length,
and the piston average bulk densityo
Only a tentative specification of the magnitude of these para-
meters is necessary for the second design step, since, once the solution
of this step is obtained, it can be easily transformed to fit any other
magnitudes of the stroke, the length, and the bulk average density of
the piston assembly by the use of affinity relationships
o
The design problem dealt with in this report can now be stated




Determine the full load operating characteristics and the
cylinder bores of a symmetrical , one-stage, direct bounce,
free-piston gasgsnerator having sufficient capacity for
the operation of a given turbine
o
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
The problem, as stated above, is still incompletely defined
since the analysis depends on the magnitude of several as not yet
specified independent variables and idealizations
o
The independent variables for the thermodynamic-dynamic analysis
of the free-piston generator-turbine system are as follows?
A, .SYSTEM
(1) Net pov^er output
(2) Stroke length cormon to all pistons
(3) Piston length - including length of engine piston













(1) Pressure and Temperature level (ioCo, state at beginning
of compression)
(2) Piston area relative to compressor area
It can be seen that only the "SYSTEM" independent variables from the
above list have been specified heretofore
o
The difference between the above listing and the specifications
necessary for the analysis of a crank system are as follows?
(a) Stroke lengths can be selected independently for engine
and for compressor
»
(b) Piston length and bulk average density do not aliVjct
the analysiso
(c) Bounce cyliaders are not usedo
(d) Engine speed and compressor speed are independent vari-
ables and can be selected independently of each other?
whereas g for the free-piston system, these parameters
form a single dependent variable, the engine and the
compressor operating at the same speed as determined




Many idealizations must be made to accomplish the analysis
»
These are as follows;





(2) Friction force (or friction work) as a function of stroke
(3) Details of engine cycle j eogo, its relationship to an
Otto cycle
(4) Character of the change of state in flow through the
s cavenge chamb er
(5) Character of component processes j Cog^j, magnitudes of
the polytropic exponent So
(6) Valve pressure drop allowance
(7) Leakage allowance
(8) Degree of internal reversibility of the bounc* cylinder
processes
(9) Character of the engine "blow-down" process and its in=
fluence on the engine exhaust gas temperature
(10) Relationship between the gas delivery temperature, the
engine exhaust gas temperature^, and the scavenge gas
temperature
(11) Turbine isentropic efficiency
Of the above, assumptions 2, 8, 9, 10, and 11 are not needed for
the crank systemo Instead of assumptions 2, 9, and 10, only estimates
of the final effections of friction and of exhaust gas temperature on
the ener ?,y balance are of some importanceo Assumptions 8 and 11, re=-
ferring to the action of bounce cylinders and of the turbiae respectively,




As far as the necessary estimate of the friction force and valve
pressure drop is concerned^ it does not affect the solution signifies
antly and^ consequentlyj the assumption of these quantities need not
be made with great accuracyo
BASIC RELATIONS
The system is constrained by basic physical laws, the application
of which to the present problem is referred to as "BASIC RELATIONS".
They are as follows?
(1) Rquation of states
Here the idealization is made that the engiri'S and
compressor working substances are perfect gases,
and for any partic-ilar processes the specific heats
c and a are constants Thus PV s R
p V m
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(3) Newton's Second Lav/ amy be stated in the form








force F (x) may be evaluated from
R
^r(x) =F fF = F „F^
out=8troke «^S° ^^^'P^' b^^^°« ^^





From the definition V^





Then introducing V as a funtion of / (x) from equation
(5) ^
For computattional convenience and accuracy, the time
increment at the start of each stroke, where V is that
of a small magnitude, was calculated froms
X




ere (x-j^) is defined as (F ) (x )




1/Vhile tho foregoing method for evaluating J o-x-, was used in the
calculations reported here. Appendix 2 of this section describes a
mor--:? accurate procedure,, This method assumes a linear F_,(x) relation
for the terminal stroke increments instead of a constant Fg^„ The
recommended procedure yields predicted frequencies of the order of
two percent higher than those calculated in this sectiono
(4) The principle of conservation of energy as applied to
the exhaust blow-dovra was used to evaluate the average
exhaust gas temperatureo The result i ^ as follows?
T.,
eng g-« - ^
P
1 i (k-l) _1_
P4,
where 4« and 5 denote states of exhaust gases within
the engine cylinder at the beginning and the end of tho
"blow-down'* period respectively,,
(5) The various criteria of similarity were used to estab=
li«h affinity relationship!"! „ Tlrie application of these
to the solution of the present problem is as follows?
For constant piston length,^; piston bulk average
density^j stroke, s, and shaft horsepowsrj,
^
- constant
and MoCD^cw ( air del w«hp
cyL cycle
These are used to extrapolate the therjao dynamic =
dynamic design calculations , based on the delivery
of one pound of air per cylinder cycle, to the system
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dimensions required for a specified power gas delivery
rateo This delivery rate in turn is determined by the
net turbine power desired, the turbine isentropic
efficiency, and the gas generator delivery pressure and
temperature o
An overall energy balance on the power gas generator is not
used directly in the analysis o It serves therefore as a useful
check on the validity of the idealizations
,
yielding such infor-
mation as the heat transfer to the engine coolanto
ANALYTICAL PROCEDbEE
The general procedure employed follows. The thermodynamic
analysis is, as a matter of convenience, based on one lb„ of air
delivery per cycle for each of tYve two compressor cylinders acting
in parallel. Then, still on this unit basis, the ti/nes for the out
and in-strokes are determined, and the system natural frequency of
operation is established. Gas generator outlet temperature and
pr-ssure are known from the thermodynamic analysis i therefore, the
necessary delivery flow rate can be determined, "ith the known
frequency of operation and the affinity relations, the cylinder di-
mensions for the one lb, of air per cylc cycle delivery can be scaled
down to the required flow rate.
The design calculations are thus subdivided into the follov/ing
sections
g
lo Compressor Characteristics (for 1 lb of air del/cyl, cycle)
IIo Engine Characteristics (for 1 lb, of air del/cyl cycle)
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IIIo Bounce cylinder Characteristics (for 1 lb, of air del/cyl cycle)
IV o Dynamic Analysis (for 1 Ibo of air del/cyl. cycle)
7o Overall Gas Generator Performance and cylinder dimensions for
the required 1000 shp turbine output.
Each section consists of the following subdivisions
o
Ao Basic Idealizations
Bo Independent Variable's - numerical values
Co Basic Relations
Do Dependent Variables - numerical values
The formulae for the determination of each quantity *=»-~e quoted,
and the source of the corresponding numerical values is indicated by
numbers in circles o Use is made of the notations of the sections by
Roman Numerals and subsections by capital letters as indicated aboveo






By use of the affinity relationships, design results can be
extrapolated for the prediction of cylinder sizes and operating fre-=
quency for an shp output maintaining the same thermodynamic idealizations
and operating conditions
o
Constant operating conditions are as follows
s
lo State of air at the start of the compression process in the
compressor, engine, and bounce cylinders,
2o Compressor pressure ratio
3o Engine compression ratio
4o Bounce cylinder compression ratio
5o Air-fuel ratio
These conditions will fix the following factors?
lo Ratio of engine bore to cylinder bore
So Ratio of engine air (fuel delivered and gas generated) to
compressor air
3o Efficiency and fuel economy
The independent variables ares
Piston Diameter, D (The ratio of engine to compressor piston
diamet'^r is fixed as a result of maintaining the above oper=-
ating conditions constant for the extrapolation, see Appendix
1=1)
2o Piston Mass, M
3o Stroke, S*
*
Proportional to clearance anr" engine port distances in order to main=




In stead of piston mass -there can be taken, as independent vari-
ables i
2a o Piston lengths' and
2b o Piston bulk average density of the piston assemblyo
The independence between the piston length, 1, and the stroke
length, s, is J to a certain extent, limited by the geometry of the
engine o If stroke changes are small the piston length may remain
unchanged, but if the stroke length is increased beyond a certain lim~
it the piston length has to be increased also in order to provide
enough space for the necessary piston assembly synchronizing mechan=
isnio
Thus two groups of affinity relationships are derived. The first
group corresponds to independent variations of the stroke and the
piston length, and the second group refers to the stroke being changed
proportionally to the piston lengthy
STROKE INDEPENDENT OF PISTON LENGTH
Since for the postulated constant thermodynamic operating




Thus, taking into account equation (1) , the piston acceleration
M ^ M ^i'^ a - II
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Piston velocity will then be (See Part I equation (5«l) p^ 66
V r>2/adx oC D,rr~ A s 2a - II
for X So r
Consequently, the operating frequency will have the following varia-
tion (see Part I equation (6-1)) s
1 / " r 1
3a - II
At constant thermodynamic operating conditions the flow per cyci
is proportional to dieplacement , consequently
2






Since the thermodynamic state of generated gas remains unchan^^idj
the generator outputs
w '^
hp oC gas ^ air delivered
per cycle r




The overall dimensions of the gas generator are mainly dependent
on the piston size„ ThuSj, approximately, the mass of the system;
M /" n%9
overall ^?C ^Ko overall
where/? , is the bulk average density of the complete system,/overall
and the overall generator mass per unit outputs









STROKE PROPORTIONAL TO PISTON LENGTH
For the case of stroke proportional to piston length the affinity-
relationships for piston acceleration, (la) , and for the mass of air
delivered per cycle (4a) remain unchanged^ The affinity relation-
ships for piston velo "ity, operating frequency, hp output and overall
unit specific mass simplify, respectively, to the following!
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